Ocean Clear Model 319 Canister Filter with Polystrand Micron and Carbon Filter

Features:

• This dual function filter contains a stack of 50 micron and 100 micron of polystrand filter pads surrounding 20 oz of activated carbon in a fine mesh nylon bag. The 100 micron pad pre-filters incoming water, then the 50 micron fluffed pads provide additional particulate filtration.
• Chemical filtration is provided by the 20 oz of Ocean Clear Carbon in the center core
• Filter body: 13” wide X 11” tall. Needs 12” clearance above the canister filter for cartridge removal.
  • 3/4” FNPT inlet/outlet
  • Includes 3/4” and 1” hose adapters, teflon tape for fittings and drain valve

For use with pumps up to 1200 gph
Ocean Clear 380 18W UV Sterilizer & Polystrand Pond Filter

A combined multi-function pond filter of 154 Square feet of polystrand (in dual densities) around a high efficiency 18 watt Ultraviolet Sterilizer for superior algae and green water control. This filter handles ponds up 1280 gallons and is set in a modular format for adding on multiple filters. The UV sterilizer is UL listed and approved for outdoor use.

Get exactly the filter system you need with ocean clear. These modular filter systems provide chemical, mechanical or biological filtration and are suitable for almost any size tank or pond. Because Ocean Clear canister filter units are modular, they’re easy to link together for any application. You can mix chemical with biological and/or mechanical filtration. Choose the configuration that is right for your application. Ocean Clear filters are reliable, built to last and they’re the ultimate in flexibility.